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Spoken english conversation audio free

Improve your listening skills with Amy: What have they put you through1? Curtis: I've been arrested for queuing2 an ambulance. Amy: Oh, my God. I didn't think that was the story I was going to choose. Curtis: No, this is a very, very bad thing to do. I don't recommend you do this. Amy: Okay. What is tailgating? Curtis:
Tailgating is following someone too close. So you usually have to leave a car length between the car in front of you and your car. And I at that point ... Amy: I had a very, very bad habit of driving too close. Curtis: Right. And in the middle, or I was between the emergency ambulance vehicle in front of me and a police car
behind me. But I didn't know it was a police car because I didn't have the lights. Amy: Oh, it was a ghost car.3 Curtis: It was a ghost car. Amy: Sneaky4. Curtis: Or an un dialed car. Yes. Amy: Right. An un dialed car. Curtis: And immediately, he turned on his lights that were on his dashboard and on the front of his car
and his siren. And he was crazy. Amy: It was. Curtis: But I was lucky about that too.5 Even though I was crazy, he didn't give me a ticket. Amy: Yes. Sometimes they let you out. Like you're letting yourself off Track 6 or I don't know. They give you, what's going on? A warning? Curtis: A Warning7 This tom Kenny text
series is published by Cambridge University Press. Nice talking to you, Level 1 ISBN 978-0-521-18808-1 Nice talking to you, Level 2 ISBN 978-0-521-18809-8 This page has free audio English lesson to help you improve your speech. The audio lessons below are 100% free online and optimized for use on your
smartphone. Learning our lessons are easy as 123.Listening to english audio pronunciationDiga again what you hearRepeat the English audio lesson This language lesson system will support you progressing quickly. The important part is to come back daily and do the same lesson many times. This is an easy form of
practice for listening skills, reading and speaking natural English. These conversations use only the common vocabulary list of 100 words and forms of simple verbs. Our speakers are 100% real native English speakers from America. You can download audio lessons to save MB and access these files daily to improve
your skill level. Even if you are a beginner, these daily exercises will help you learn. Advanced students will also benefit from daily practice, as their brain adapts to learn audio patterns in English. English listening - Learning English. Free audio English lessons I have my green card and I want to work. ll call her a
company. It's a small business. It's not too far from my house. I think it's a good place to work.  I have the phone number. ll call you today and ask about the job. work is a very important thing to find. Practice this English lesson every day – listen and respond. It's time to call about work.  want to call early
and ask about work. I have the right phone number.  I feel good about the little company. They're close by my home and the place is nice.  this will be my first job. It'll feel good to start working. All right, bye.  it's time for me to call the company. Practice this audio in English every day – listen and respond. Hello.
This is Company 123. ello. My name is John. I want to work for your company. Need more people?   Oh, yes. We need more people to work. You can come and get an application.  do you know the place? Come on, yes. Thank you. I know the place. It's near my house. I'll go get the application.  is that
good. Any time is good. I'll see you soon.  graces. Good bye. Praprapra this daily audio lesson – listen and respond. Hello. My name is John. I want a job application.  is this the right place? Yes, this is the right place. I'll give you a job application, but I have a problem. I need to make a new one. Can you wait?
Yes. Wait.  thank you. Here's the app.  do you have a phone number? I'll give your phone number to the head of the company.   yes. My phone number is 867-5309.  that's good. You'll like this company.  it's a great place to work. The boss will call you this week. Okay, I'll wait for the call. Goodbye
and thank you. The more views, the better your English lessons will be: listen and respond daily. The boss will call me today. I don't want to leave my phone at home. I'll be able to work next week. This is something new to me. It's my first job. I feel great about this company. Last year I had a problem. I didn't have my
green government card. Now I have it and I can find a job. Work is a very important thing to find. Listen every day. More views will mean better listening skills. Always respond to complete the lesson. I'm happy today. 's a good day. 't feel good. You want to know ❓ll tell you why I'm happy. 't have a good reason.

't start my work today. 's my first job. m not very happy today.  1. Family2. Restaurant3. Books4. Travel5. Website6. Accident7. Children's memory8. Favorite rooms9. Presents10. Historic site11. Newspaper/Revista12. A memorable event13. A favorite theme14. A museum.15 A favorite movie16. A foreign
country17. Parties18. A teacher.19 A friend.20 A hotel21. A letter22. Aficiones23. Music24. You buy25. Holidays Welcome to our Real English Conversations audio MP3 lessons. These podcast conversations were recorded over several years in the UK, Thailand and Spain.All intermediate and advanced audio
downloads below include real conversations between native English speakers from England, Australia, United States, Canada and Scotland.Conversation MP3s, Transcripts, Vocabulary &amp; Exercises This is what our Full System conversation pack includes:Intermediate Listening Conversations in English – 28
Audio/MP3 Files and 28 PDF eBooks.Intermediate Vocabulary Conversations – 28 audio/MP3 files and 28 PDF eBooksIntermediate Colloquial English Conversations – 28 audio/MP3 files and 28 eBooksAdvanced English Listening Conversations PDF – 32 audio/MP3 audio/MP3 files 32 PDF eBooks.Advanced English
Vocabulary Conversations – 32 audio/MP3 files and 32 PDF eBooksAdvanced Colloquial English Conversations – 32 audio/MP3 files and 32 eBooksE 180 kinds of audio conversation (55-60 hours of audio!) with 180 accompanying eBooks filled with the real conversational English we love to teach you on Zapp! English!
Zapp! English Listen 2.16 – Food (&amp; Ingredients) Everyone has an opinion about food! What's the best food in the world? How was your meal last night? These are all common discussions and in this audio podcast you will practice listening to similar discussions in English and you will hear a lot of ... Listen
nowZapp! English Listen 2.16 – Food (&amp; Ingredients) Zapp! English Listening Audio 2.15 – Money Money is a topic we think about and talk about every day. There's even an English saying Money makes the world turn around. In this audio podcast, you'll get better into understanding English conversations about
spending and saving money, and how much... listen nowZapp! English Listen to Audio 2.15 – Zapp Money! English Listening 2.14 – Weather Expressions Are you ever late? Are you always on time? In this audio podcast you can see how you compare to our native English speakers. You'll also develop your English
listening skills as you hear about different people's daily routines and find out if ... Listen nowZapp! English Listen 2.14 – Zapp Time! English Listening 2.13 – Around Home Dream homes, and different houses/houses around the world are just two of the things you'll hear people arguing on this listening podcast. It's a
great opportunity to improve listening to natural conversations in English, as well as remind yourself of ... Listen nowZapp! English Listen 2.13 – Around the Zapp House! English Listen 2.12 – Computers Do you ever have a day when you don't use computers? Certainly not by doing all these podcasts for you  ! Loving
or hating them, we spend a lot of time talking about computers, so it's important to understand the conversations about ... Listen nowZapp! English Listening 2.12 – Computers Navigation post If you want to download free conversations in English, you have come to the right place. First, I'm going to introduce you to some
podcasts in English. (Podcasts are audio conversations that you can download for free.) Next, I'll share some YouTube channels that you might want to check out. (YouTube is a great place to find conversations in English.) Content:English conversations (Podcasts) for beginners If your listening is not so good, it is a
good idea to listen to podcasts for English learners (because they are easy to understand). Below are some ESL podcasts that I recommend. Culips ESL Podcast This podcast is hosted by a group of teachers English. What I like about this podcast is that teachers talk about a variety of topics (not just English learning).
Therefore, listening to this podcast is a good way for beginners to learn new vocabulary. Effortless English Podcast (by AJ Hoge)Another Hoge)Other to help you improve your English. AJ Hoge, the host of this podcast, is an expert English teacher. Your podcast is easy to understand and interesting. I highly recommend
it! English via the PondThis podcast is quite unique. It is presented by Jennifer of the UNITED States and Dan of England. If you listen to this podcast, you will learn American and British English at the same time. This is a great way to improve your listening in English! Luke's English PodcastA award-winning audio show
for English learners. The show is presented by Luke, an English teacher from London. One thing beginners may like about this program is that some of the episodes have transcriptions! If you are a beginner, please listen to the podcasts above as much as possible. Once your listener improves, you'll be able to
understand other types of podcasts (those that aren't made for English learners). If your listener is at an intermediate level (or higher), it's easier to find podcasts to listen to. (Not limited to ESL student podcasts.) Below are some interesting podcasts I've found. The NoSleep Podcast If you like scary stories, this is for you.
The podcast compiles several short horror stories within each episode. They are well crafted, with expert storytelling and terrifying music to enhance the stories. Things you should knowThe podcast educates listeners on a wide variety of interesting topics like how the placebo effect works, how natural selection works,
how online appointment works, and so on. This podcast is for everyone. No matter what your interests are, you're likely to find some episodes that interest you. The FilmcastA podcast for movie lovers. In this podcast, hosts discuss the latest movies, movie reviews, movie news, TV shows and entertainment. Many
English learners love to learn English through film. If you're one of them, this podcast is for you. School of Greatness Do you love inspiring stories? In this podcast, the host interviews some of the largest people on the planet: from brilliant business minds, to world-class athletes, to some of the most influential thought
leaders out there. By the way, do you want to improve your spoken English? If so, enter your email address to join my English speaking course: How to listen to podcasts on your phoneTo listen to podcasts on your phone, you need a podcast player. Simply go to your app store and search for podcast app and choose
one with good ratings. (Or simply install Pocket Casts. It's the most popular podcast app.) Once installed, open the app and search for podcasts by entering a podcast name or a search. Some podcast apps (such as Pocket Casts &amp; Podcast Addict) will allow you to download episodes to your phone. If your phone
has limited internet data, I recommend that you download a lot of episodes in advance over a WIFI network. This way, you can listen to conversations in English without using your phone's Internet data. Don't forget to delete delete episodes from time to time otherwise your phone will run out of memory. How to download
podcasts as MP3 filesI don't want to use a podcast app for some reason, you can download the conversations directly to your computer/phone as MP3 files. Here's how: First, go to the podcast website. You'll see a list of episodes, click an episode title to open that episode's page. Step 2: On the page of that episode,
locate the download link or icon and click on it. Note: Different websites will have different designs. But the steps to download audio files are pretty much the same. Be sure to download a lot of audio files so you don't have to do this very often. YouTube: The place to get unlimited conversations in EnglishS watching
YouTube videos is a great way to practice listening in English. The amount of content on YouTube is crazy. New content is added every minute. The best way to get started is to subscribe to the YouTube channels you're interested in. Personally, I love horror stories and mysteries, so I'm subscribed to channels like:
Apart from scary channels, I'm also subscribed to channels that cover other topics like pets, movie reviews, etc. (Basically, things that interest me.) Here are a few more channels I'm subscribed to: If you don't understand the content, you can enable subtitles (see screenshot below). Although most subtitles are not 100%
accurate because they are automatically generated by computers, they still give you an idea of what you are talking about. One thing I like about YouTube is how it still recommends interesting videos that I may like. This makes it easy to listen to English conversations throughout the day. If you don't use YouTube to
improve your listening, you're missing a lot. So, create a YouTube account now and start subscribing to some interesting channels! Frequently Asked QuestionsIn this section, you can find my answers to frequently asked questions. What should I do if I don't understand the podcast I'm listening to? Most podcasts don't
have transcripts. So if you don't understand some parts of the conversation, what should you do? Well, there are some things you can do. You can read about them in this article. Explains how to overcome this problem. The podcasts and YouTube channels you recommend don't interest me. Do you have any other
recommendations? In this case, I suggest you search for interesting podcasts or YouTube channels yourself. People have different interests, so it's impossible for me to know what kind of content you'll like. The easiest way to do this is to open your podcast app (or YouTube) and enter a term related to the topics you're



interested in. Keep in mind that if you are a beginner, you can difficult to find content that is easy to understand. Therefore, I suggest you look for podcasts or YouTube channels for English learners because the hosts of these programs tend to speak slower than usual. To find these programs, simply search for phrases
related to learning English. Like English. How Do I download YouTube videos to my computer? I don't think you have to do that. You can simply watch videos directly on the YouTube website or in the YouTube app. But if you really want to do it, you can use a free program called 4K Video Downloader. This program is
easy to use. And you can choose whether you want to download all the video or just the audio track. It's time to start improving your English listening skills! Podcasts and YouTube.I think these two media are the best resources to improve your English listening skills. English conversations in these two media are real
spoken English - the kind of English you hear in English-speaking countries. And unlike audiobooks, podcasts and YouTube are FREE. Which means you can listen to conversational English without spending money. I hope you find this page useful. Now it's time for you to start subscribing to various YouTube channels
and podcasts! Podcasts!
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